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ABSTRACT 

Entire people of world thinking that human rights are gift and given by someone mighty ruler in the world but reversely to 

this statement, people have to comprehend and understand that human rights are their natural and inalienable rights given 

by god or nature for live in a better way in the society without sorrow. This rights begins from the breathing point to burial 

it means from cradle to crave.  Unfortunately and fortunately human rights are  very often violated than protected by so 

many authority in the world on account of several reasons despite god has given it absolutely to people family happiness 

without scarcity  and gloomy. The prime aim of government is to rule  people  distributing god given human rights to people 

evenly without partiality with restriction as well as protections .paradoxically to this statement ,the same government also 

is not willing to guard and distribute human rights for the sack of  its party ,community and religion development and 

accumulate money for next elections as well as stabilize their powers .So, Afghanistan human rights are neither protected 

nor distributed by their government and  super power countries since 1978-1989.This study attempts to explore that what 

extent human rights protected by super power countries, India and how far super power have violated human rights despite 

their aims were to do good thinks or install their power intentionally in Afghanistan .  

Key words: Super powers consequences, Human rights violations in Afghanistan, India’s reconstruction role and Sustainable 

developments.  

INTRODUCTION 

Afghanistan is located at the junction of central 

Asia, south Asia, south east Asian nations and 

middle east routs .Its attractive location has 

attracted all the ruler and the people for go to all 

those countries through the Afghanistan. At the 

same time the super power attracted 

Afghanistan for extent their political game and 

ideology without bother about Afghanistan 

future and people Bolton, John, 2010. 

Ideologies of both communism and capitalism 

are arrested Afghanistan’s future and people 

happy life for their ideology and power 
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demonstration on Afghanistan along with 

threatening policies. They involved at this 

destructive game along with partners of west 

and east for the sack of their ideology victory in 

Afghanistan.  

Additionally, the support of allied countries 

made two powers to advance their ideology by 

preaching and demonstration on weak countries, 

this allied partners were joined with both 

powers for their economic benefit as well as 

protect their sovereignty being with super 

powers in all good and bad activities 

Bhadrakumar, 2010. This fearless and merciless 

attitudes of super powers have left out 

irreparable socio-economical and political 

damages in Afghanistan. Super powers have 

achieved all its aimed polices like world 

economics and political entity by showing its 

war skill, and ferocious attacks over weak 

countries.  

MOTTO OF SUPER POWERS  

Authentically, the purpose of super powers were 

in old days to attain the gamut of international 

political benefit with allied partners as similar as 

identical to their political and ideology. They 

attempted for reign the world politics without 

opposition Hussain, Javid, 2006. To make 

success and effective they were involved at 

invasion ,political negotiations ,adjudication 

,ratification on international issues ,arbitration 

at inter country issues and declaring war on any 

country which does not match to its interest in 

order to make fear and panic in rest of countries 

.So ,their primary functions and attitude were so 

threatening phenomena toward attain their 

dream of winning weak and mighty countries 

for install and stabilize their power as endless as 

eternally in the world politics .  

After destruction of so many countries along 

with huge people death and injuries the Super 

power countries attained their interest to rule 

over the world at the gun point as well as 

conditional aspects .latter of weaker countries 

got awareness and cried for freedom, super 

powers were attempted to demonstrate their 

arrogant attitude in pleasing way with stubborn 

will to rule over the world community in the 

world history Kanwal, Gurmeet, 2010. The 

Super powers countries are emerged from 

frightening attitude to philanthropic status after 

it did lot of good thinks and bad thinks for show 

they are super powers with the identity of feral 

and peace approaches .Based on the this two 

principle international politics were being ruled 

by super powers for store resources extracting 

from the world countries for their future utility 

and stabilize their power as invincible power at 

the international colour full political picture.  

CAUSES OF SUPER POWER  

Before erstwhile super powers like USSR, UK 

and USA there were prevailing mushroom of 

kingdoms and regional emperors in the Sparta, 

Greece and Athens .All these countries were 

ruling and fighting each other for show their 
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mighty, bravery and fighting skills based on the 

objective to attain natural resources, control 

territory and synthesis scattered kingdoms as 

one emperor (Pak-Afghan relations,2010).So, 

super powers have created lot of positive and 

negative phenomena in the world history such 

as martial arts ,the method of spear using and 

arrow using in war, armless fighting skills 

,deterring enemy attacks ,devising plan to move 

to enemy place ,discovering of horse vehicle 

with big knife attachment, discovery of war 

apparel , Karzai and Kayani ,2006 training of 

infantry soldiers ,building temporary camp, 

dying adventurously challenging to enemy, 

method of burying bravely deceased soldiers 

,vigor slogans to motivate soldiers ,women’s 

caring and respecting, rearing children 

fearlessly and consuming alcohol to refresh and 

enjoyment after done fruitful works rather than 

involving at violence ,affray and anti-social 

activities.  

AFFECTS OF SUPER POWER  

Generally, an action of super power will be 

having a positive or a negative repercussions 

like this, to achieve their powers dreams and 

goals in the international politics they involved 

at the destruction of harmful forces which stood 

against their progress and interest despite their 

aims were to do good thinks and bad thinks in 

international politics. But, it was needful to do 

bad thinks for achieve a good thinks, for achieve 

bad thinks it was needful to do good thinks in 

daily governance Aslambeg, Mirza, 2010. So, 

international power holders attained their 

strategy and goal through the hypocritical and 

pretending polices due its majestic economic 

and military capacities.  

So ,as  two side of same coin ,super power done 

more crime for less good thinks and done very 

less good thinks for do more bad thinks .This 

habits became as part of its strategy and policy 

,in which its equal partner alone shall be able to 

be hurt free ,get socio-economic advantages and 

participate in decision making process 

Parthasarathy, G,2010. No chance to be rest of 

weaker countries in decision making process of 

super powers administration as well as treat 

them equally in order to stabilize its super power 

status at international competitive political 

governance .Based on this statement following 

thinks are made by the super power countries on 

account of war ,invasions and instigation:  

• British imperialism    (1815-1914)  

• Iraq war                     (March 20, 2003)  

• Afghanistan war        (2001-2014)    

• Germany war             (May 1945)  

• Russia invasion          (1979-1989)  

• Srilanka genocide         (2009)  

So, most of affects took place due to indirect, 

direct and proxy power conflict between USSR 

and USA. Their ideology oriented fanatic 

policies have forced rest of countries to become 

victim at the hands of their enemy without any 

benefit Editorial,2009 .Obviously super power 
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became as a world administrator suppressing, 

using and cheating weaker countries by giving 

assistances to poor countries after destruction .  

EFFECTS OF SUPER POWER  

Really beginning at destruction and 

demonstration of super power polices have done 

so many effective socio economic and political 

changes, it is impossible to do good thinks alone 

without bad thinks because of ever action is 

countered by another actions so, it wanted to 

annihilate certain thinks for achieve its dream in 

the world crowd politics “Talks with the Taliban 

2010. Effects will not come always without 

affects ,smile comes after heavy hard works 

,without hard works smile would not be 

stabilized .Always effects would be very less 

than affection ,in this way due to super power 

involvement in Afghanistan ,India and other so 

many third world countries following positive 

thinks happened with lot of world criticism and 

maledictions such as : 

 British establishment governance in 

colonized countries. 

 British established mercantile procedure  

 Its exploitation created awareness in third 

world countries  

 Masterly activities of British colonial rule 

evoked poor countries self-rule interest  

 British colonialism paved way for emerge 

nationalism, patriotic feelings, freedom 

movements and so many political parties.  

 Rather than indigenous discoveries in most 

of countries, colonial rule alone have made 

so many significant changes and 

modernizations by its exploitative policy.  

IMPLICATIONS OF RUSSIAN INVASION 

OF AFGHANISTAN GOVERNANCE  

Due to Russia was having motivation with its 

opposite countries like USA have led to take 

invasion of Afghanistan for install its 

communism ideology as an endless challenges 

to USA capitalism ideology. Their power 

politics led entire world sight at heightened 

conflict, which divided entire poor and non-

poor countries with USA as well as USSR for 

attain success of their ideology establishment in 

its desired countries Walsh, Declan, 

2009.Despite USSR ideology was purely a 

suitable one to entire world but it was countered 

by USA in order to implement its capitalism 

ideology across the world. Really communism 

was comprehended by the entire world people 

because it is a common wheel policy with 

equilibrium developments from vassal to very 

important person (VIP).  

Capitalism was meant by policy maker of world 

community that it makes poor as poor and rich 

person as richer .Its consequence is resulted at 

partial world development. Despite Russia 

attempts was good attitude but it was sternly 

countered indirectly by USA with aim to be as 

sole super power at the international politics 
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Ignatius, David, 2010. Pakistan was being as 

proxy  actor of USA in  countering USSR in 

Afghanistan with force of mujahedeen and other 

so many terror out fits in  Pakistan  .This anti 

USSR activities of USA caused so many 

widows ,widower ,unemployment situation 

,poverty , starvation ,destruction of 

infrastructure, children abdicated school going 

habits  and unstable political governance along 

with Russian made damages.  

ANTI-TERRORISM WAR  

After September 9/11 ferocious incident, the 

world politics have undergone lot of changes 

from peace proclivity to pro-war inclination not 

tolerating unorganized group attacks and 

unlawful groups buffeting an important 

monument of world countries .Indeed ,the angry 

of USA  seemed to be true  as per the incident 

took place on September 9/11 but it should have 

been  followed a right way to deal terrorism and 

capture Osama bin laden, in this way it should 

have captured Osma Binladen alive  instead of 

killing ,destructing large scale infrastructures  

and harassing so many people on the pattern of 

capturing Binladen. Sanger, David E,2010.This 

attitude of USA has fetched name of anti-

Islamic countries on account of its massive 

attacks on massive people rather than hunting 

one person or team of terrorist groups 

.Therefore ,nonspecific  hunting  operation of 

USA and its allied countries in  Afghanistan 

have caused large amount of socio-economic 

and human rights violations specially since 

1979-2010.  

The additional forces of allied countries have 

done so many unknown and known human 

rights violations from district to Kabul and from 

children to adults an account of anti-terrorism 

war in Afghanistan .Since USA have been as an 

indomitable international political super power 

in international politics it should have adopted 

single war strategy to catch single cruel terrorist 

persons than incinerating massive innocent 

people Chengappa, Bidanda,2010.So,USA 

nonspecific anti-terrorism war have caused so 

many and irreparable logistic damages as well 

as humanity freedom lost  from immature to 

matured adult persons in Afghanistan. 

Especially, numerous sadness took place in 

Afghanistan since soviet invasion to America 

declared antiterrorism war with aim to crush 

down so many anti international development 

groups and forces from so many gulf countries 

as well as Islamic nations across the world.  

INDIA’S PRO-AFGHANISTAN POLICES  

After so many damages and indirect conflict 

induced by Pakistan for receive support from 

the USA by creating commotion in Afghanistan 

for manifest its mighty policies through its 

support to America for pose itself as a great 

weapon as well as terror country in south Asia. 

Even though so many super powers have done 

so many socio-economic and political damages 

in Afghanistan ,India is only one country from 
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South Asia have gone forward to  replenish what 

Afghanistan lost since 1979-2015 along with so 

many assistances with aim to enlarge its 

relations with Afghanistan as well as central 

Asia Mehta, Ashok,2010.Its unique relations 

with Afghanistan is not aimed at only for 

strengthen its bond with Afghanistan instead of 

show its long interesting love  on Islamic people 

without super power countries influence for  

create comity between two  countries .  

India was waiting as kingfisher to utilize the gap 

between Taliban and Afghanistan for penetrate 

its mitigating and mesmerism reconstruction 

polices in Afghanistan. WTC attacks, Russia 

invasion, Taliban atrocities and USA anti-

terrorism war created a lukewarm, profitable 

and congenial opportunities to  India  for  project 

its friendly reconstruction policies in 

Afghanistan (India has a role in 

Afghanistan,2010).Its policies covered wide 

range of human being basic fundamental 

necessities to technology advancement, it has 

been working unstopping for accomplish its 

dream of establishing cordial political as well as 

people to people contact despite facing several 

ambush and clandestine challenges and 

opinions from the Taliban and Pakistan.  

Since 2001-2010 India has invested around US$ 

2 billion  in Afghanistan reconstruction projects, 

all this  activities are considered as free service 

to Afghanistan an account of present exigency 

of India’s security as well as safety from 

neighbouring countries .Since Afghanistan is 

being as in important junction to all countries 

for move to central Asia ,south Asia ,middle east 

and south east Asian countries Munir 

,Asad,2010 .So many countries from this 

regions are highly competing to do 

humanitarian service in Afghanistan competing 

each other for get Afghanistan support. Among 

these competitor India sincerely working to 

attract Afghanistan people and leaders by its 

beautiful huge financial assistances than any 

other countries.  

Despite India has had unsayable and 

unpredictable financial burden ,poverty 

,unemployment crisis, so many child labor 

,corruption and irrecoverable chronicle disease 

,its interest in Afghanistan reconstruction 

activities has been working as an  endless sea 

waves to reach sea shore Hunt, Albert 

R,2010.what is uniqueness of India’s policy is it 

has been launching invariably ,nonstop  and 

uninterval reconstruction policies despite so 

many government came to power?. No leader 

would say security is unimportant and no leader 

could ignore countries security because it’s so 

important stronghold of all countries 

sovereignty.  

Therefore, at present context of international 

political scenario ,India needs to nurture  and 

foster its relation with surrounding countries an 

account of its irreparable maladies of corruption 

,weak military forces ,unskilled political leaders 
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,anti-minority thought government , ,caste 

minded political rulers and community as well 

as deep rooted castetism prevails among the 

upper ruler community are being obviously as 

impediments to India’s mighty power status 

(Christian Science Monitor). Aggregately ,India 

‘s marvelous works in Afghanistan 

reconstruction works will be  understand and 

perceived by the world people at following 

different concept such as :  

 Compensating the damages of super power 

done in Afghanistan  

 Protected Afghan human rights which was 

violated fast two decades  

 Exerted for Afghanistan national socio-

economic and political development  

 Toiled for Afghanistan national integration  

 Working for south Asian integration  

 Launched so many reconstruction policy in 

Afghanistan for south Asian peace  

 Cooperated with world countries new 

world order for restructure broken 

Afghanistan economy  

 Worked lot for establish democracy in 

Afghanistan  

 Devised so many political policies for 

energies indo –Afghanistan relations  

 Reconstruction policy in Afghanistan has 

highlighted India’s peace loving polices  

 India has earned good will of wealthy 

countries supports  

 India’s support to Afghanistan has reduced 

its support to Pakistan and escalated cross 

border terrorism in India.  

 India’s gargantuan reconstruction polices 

in Afghanistan has motivated Pakistan to 

incite Islamic sentiments against India’s 

unity in diversity principle  

 Pakistan has unbridled zealous and fear on 

India’s reconstruction police in 

Afghanistan that where it will split Pakistan 

–Afghanistan relations  

 The herculean reconstruction policy of 

India’s in Afghanistan has forced china to 

forge relation with Pakistan for deter and 

hinter India and Afghanistan relations.  

Therefore, in south Asia India role always has 

been as an invincible and inevitable, 

invigorative in protecting, assisting, 

cooperating, collaborating with regional partner 

as well as international partners for do 

anthropology service as well as establish 

amicable fondness in south Asian countries and 

world countries .  

WOMEN SUFFERING  

All together the presence of Super power and its 

super powers influence have made pathetic 

socio-economic situation in Afghanistan 

women life with tattoo of widow and sorrow. In 

this game they lost their dreams of family 

,children and relations happiness and faced 

number of bomb attacks  and missiles firing 

sounds .Today positions of their life styles is so 
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vulnerable to volatile incidents like  unknowing 

violence and bomb explosions .They became 

Sade bothering over husband tortured by  

revolutionary forces and dying by war. This 

panic and worries put them at frustration and 

melancholy positions not let them think about 

development, income, education, family 

welfare, health, freedom, business, 

entertainment and further progressive works. 

The effects of rogue powers interventions have 

created irreparable destruction along with tattoo 

of  

 Human rights violations  

 Less men to be more women  

 Civilian Causalities and injuries  

 Women widow  

 Male widower  

 Destruction of women feelings, family life, 

child rearing and education.  

 CONCLUSION  

India’s policy from old period to now is being 

as peace loving policy made by its economy 

status, social status and military status 

.Primarily no leaders liked to have this non-

violence policy despite.  India policy was made 

by politician knowingly and wantonly based on 

India’s weak and feeble economic status .This 

policy has been in practice past sixty seven 

years without slight military changes, political 

changes, administrative changes and national 

security changes. Thereby, its international 

security as well as domestic security has been 

vulnerable to strong country military threat and 

terrorism threat .On account of India’s over 

sentimental and slavery minded leaders alone 

India policy was made as vulnerable as 

nervousness to terrorism and being fearing to 

strong military country.  

In this way India’s policy in Afghanistan shows 

its traditional peace loving attitude, 

humanitarian assistances due to its incapable to 

handle terrorism menace and fearing to Islamic 

community threat .However, India’s 

reconstruction policy obviously saved 

Afghanistan and helped in lot of ways to protect 

human rights. So, India’s policy from cold war 

period to anti-terrorism war period is not being 

steady toward strengthening its weak military 

and economic status as it shall able to secure its 

sovereignty in future from the alien invasion as 

well as the neighbouring dominations and 

threats . Therefore, India’s reconstruction policy 

shows clearly about its cowardice military 

policy, poor economic status, weak military 

capacity, feeble economic status and large scale 

corruption. India’s reconstruction policy in 

Afghanistan is meant to prevent human rights 

violations and protect human security by its 

economic assistances .Its domestic problems 

like minority human rights violations, raping, 

killing and discriminations by India’s elite 

ruling community have brought name of 

pretending India and being serious threats to its 

national integration. This cruel phenomena and 
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incidents made by upper caste people have been 

as a grate human rights violations and hurdles to 

India’s external relations. This issues are known 

commonly in India as mother acting externally 

so affectionate by killing her son and daughter’s 

.Therefore, India should not forget to do 

remedial policies for socially and economically 

violated, deprived and neglected people. In fact, 

India does not have enough socio-economic and 

civil security facilities to its people then how it 

shall be able to evince itself as a mighty and 

shining power in international politics. 

Actually, it needs to root out all these anti-

democratic and minority forces and coercion 

attitudes of bureaucratic and politicians .So, 

international humanitarian assistances all will 

not help India to achieve its international 

objective rather than filling the vacuum between 

rich and poor in India.  

Finally ,its assistances in abroad countries is to 

protect its power ,government ,social status ,and 

properties but at any cost not for protect its  

public safety ,  people happiness ,education, 

security  ,economic development ,political 

refinement ,academician development 

,researcher development ,health protection 

,poor community development ,vulnerable 

people good life and anti-poverty development 

.Therefore, a true credible social justice policy 

making by secular and immaculate ruler and 

leaders  in India alone will change the India’s 

policy as it able to shine as developed country 

in international politics.  
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